
Belize
Natural Hazards and Disaster Risk Assessment for Improved Road

Management (TF0A2517) - June 6 to 10, 2016
and

Hazard and Disaster Risk Assessment Framework for Belize:
Prioritization of an Investment Plan (TF012584)

Implementation Support for Climate Resilient Infrastructure Project
(P127338) - June 20 to 24, 2016

Aide Memoire

Introduction

1. Between June 6 and 10, a World Bank team led by Keren Charles (Disaster Risk Management
Specialist - Consultant) and comprised of Stephen Brushett (Lead Transport Specialist - Consultant) and
Philip Barutha (Transport Engineer - Consultant) visited Belize to carry out a scoping mission for the
Natural Hazards and Disaster Risk Management for Improved Road Management. Frederico Ferreira
Pedroso (TTL and Disaster Risk Management Specialist) provided support from Brasilia, Brazil.

2. The main objective of the mission were to (i) define a work plan for the development of the TA by
meeting with representatives of the Ministry of Works (MOW); (ii) identify current transport maintenance
processes; (iii) conduct site visits with district engineers in the field; and (iv) identify current transport
maintenance funding allocation processes.

3. Between June 20 to 24, a World Bank team led by Frederico Ferreira Pedroso (TTL and Disaster
Risk Management Specialist) and comprised of Melanie Kappes (Disaster Risk Management Specialist),
Bishwa Pandey (Senior Data Management Specialist - Consultant) and Marion Cayetano (National Focal
Point - Consultant) visited Belize to carry out a closing workshop for the Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE)
process that was undertaken as part of the "Hazard and Disaster Risk Assessment Framework for Belize:
Prioritization of an Investment Plan" Technical Assistance as well as to conduct supervision activities for
the Climate Resilient Infrastructure Project (CRIP). Diana Rubiano Vargas (co-Task Team Leader and
Senior Disaster Risk Management Specialist) provided support from Washington.

4. This aide-memoire summarizes the findings, recommendations and agreements reached during the
mission and it is subject to confirmation by World Bank management. The aide-memoire will be publicly
disclosed once finalized.

Transport Asset Management (TAM) Technical Assistance

5. The World Bank Team met with representatives of the Ministry of Economic Development and
Petroleum (MEDP), the Ministry of Finance (MOF), the Ministry of Works (MOW) and the Belize Social
Investment Fund (BSIF). Additionally, a field visit was carried out to the Cayo District Works Office
located in Santa Elena.

6. The mutually agreed concept underlining the TA, which is funded by the ACP-EU and executed
by the Bank, is as follows to support building of capacity for sustainable, efficient and effective transport
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asset management (TAM) in MOW. In this sense, the TA will aim at helping a systematic internalization
of the work carried out in both the preparation and implementation phases of the Climate Resilient
Infrastructure Project (CRIP). In the short term, this is expected to cover, inter alia: (i) the importation and
adaptation of data sets and of multi criteria evaluation (MCE) methodologies; and (ii) the identification of
personnel, training and equipment requirements.

7. The team held an extensive full day work session with MOW management and senior officials on
June 7, following which a matrix of activities was developed and agreed (Annex 1). The matrix identifies
a number of key headers for specific action areas for each of which short term interventions (of
approximately one year or less duration), responsible parties, key performance indicators and medium term
goals have been identified. A subsequent step will be to define the costs of the short term interventions,
determine the source of financing (including the IBRD Loan for CRIP) and to finalize a timeline and key
action thresholds based on the draft developed by the team (Annex 2).

8. The team drew specific attention to the following elements of the matrix during its discussions with
the ministries and agencies. Firstly, the matrix gives primacy to interventions to improve the regularity and
reliability of data collection, including the acquisition of equipment to capture georeferenced data, and to
develop data analysis and the quality of reporting which could include the generation of "dashboards" for
key government leaders, including the CEO of MOW. Secondly, attention was drawn to the value of
establishing a basis for the valuation of the road network, which could assist in building the case for various
options for the maintenance of the road network and how this could best be funded. Thirdly, the emphasis
was on the benefit of adopting a phased approach to TAM that is: (i) in the short term focusing on a number
of discrete, "doable" steps that could improve MOW operations within the current institutional and
financing constraints; and (ii) in the medium term deepening the development of a more systematic TAM
based on the results achieved in the initial phase.

9. The team was made aware that discussions concerning major institutional reform in the road sector,
with particular reference to the creation of a road maintenance fund (RMF), are ongoing but have not yet
concluded. The timing and content of the second more systematic stage to the implementation of the TAM
needs to be coordinated with decisions to be taken in regard to institutional change. TAM should go forward
regardless of when or whether this change occurs, because the size and economic importance of the road
network requires that these assets be better managed and maintained. However, should institutional change
advance, this would likely create new opportunities and expanded horizons for the maintenance of the road
sector which would need to be factored into the TAM. For this reason, the team reiterated the interest of
the Bank remaining informed of progress in this regard and being given the chance to contribute its ideas
and suggestions. The team emphasized that the Bank has access to a wealth of knowledge and experience,
which could be brought to bear on this subject.

10. The team did however identify the potential for improving maintenance management and financing
in the short term, through the use of the budget system. In discussions with MOF and MOW, the team was
informed that within current regulations that it would be possible to classify road maintenance expenditures
as recurrent items. Also, the timing of allocation of financial resources could be managed in such a way to
optimize the programming and execution of maintenance works (which is affected by the existence of
distinct wet and dry seasons). The team encouraged the parties to work towards using the preparation of
the budget for the year 2017/2018 as an opportunity to incorporate some of the proposed changes.

11. Key immediate next steps and tentative timing are set out below. The approach needs to be
carefully phased with the idea of building confidence and enhancing knowledge and experience over a time
frame which is unlikely to be less than 18 months in duration. There will be need for a formal monitoring
process, probably on a monthly basis, in which all key agencies and ministries participate to ensure the
timeframe of activities is respected:
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* Finalization of the matrix of activities with inclusion of the cost estimates by mid-July;
* Finalization of the timeframe and key thresholds and performance indicators by mid -July;
* Initiation of at least three short term activities by mid-August;
* Initiation of further short term activities by mid-September;
* Follow up Bank mission and updating of short term objectives by mid-October; and
* Start 2017/2018 budget preparation process for road maintenance by mid-October (depending on

the GOB timetable).

MCE Final Workshop and CEOs Meeting

12. Focus of this TA was to prioritize sections of the road network for climate resilience investments
based on the flood susceptibility and socio-economic criticality. While the flood susceptibility assessment
was based on expert knowledge, the socio-economic criticality was determined through a participatory and
transparent process including a large number of stakeholders including the public and private sector, NGOs,
academia, the civil society etc. The MCE Final Workshop took place on June 21 '(see Annex 3 for event
Agenda), at the San Ignacio Resort and provided an overview of the applied methodology, process, results,
discuss lessons learnt and gathered data/information. Over 20 people from a number of government
institutions, Private Sector and NGOs participated in the event, the attendance list is presented in Annex 4.

13. The World Bank Team formally handed over all data/information in a physical Hard Drive to Ms.
Kimberley Westby (deputizing for CEO Hyde). Additionally, a Practitioners Guide reporting the MCE
process and the specific results achieved in Belize will be shared with the GOB in July 2016. The aim for
such manual is to both record the process and results so future improvements can be proposed as well as
other sectors benefit from the experience developed for the transport sector. Complementarily, the WB
Team aims at disseminating the Belizean case with other countries in the Caribbean Region as well as with
other partners.

14. While the June 21" event brings to the end the MCE process, as reported in the previous session,
the TAM Technical Assistance will aim at providing specific and in-depth support to the MOW so key
advances can be achieved in light of CRIP as well as the notably importance of the transport sector for the
Belizean economy and communities. Further to the event, a CEO Meeting was held in Belmopan so the
WB could inform line ministries CEOs on the availability of data collated throughout the MCE process,
findings from the Technical Assistance and need for all Ministries to develop ownership in order to ensure
MCE's legacy is not lost. A lively discussion between the WB Team and members of the CEO Caucus took
place and it was agreed that GIS data and lessons learned from the MCE process are of great value for
informed decision-making (see Annex 5).

15. Finally on June 23'", an in-depth technical working session was organized at MOW to explain data
gathering process and possible future use of collected and collated data that included road network, public
buildings, baseline data as well as natural hazard data. The session was attended by 16 participants from
different Line Ministries (see Annex 6) and 7 hard drives containing data and reports were handed over to
the participants. Another II hard drives were given to Dr. Wendel Parham (CRIP Project Coordinator) to
be distributed to other line ministries that can benefit from the data as well as I to representatives from the
European Union based in Belmopan.
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CRIP Supervision

16. The WB and SIF Teams met in the afternoon of June 22n to discuss CRIP's implementation and
the current Action Plan. The following list briefly presents the activities discussed and agreements reached.
The updated Action Plan according to the discussions held is presented in Annex 6:

* Feasibility Study: activity delayed. Evaluation Report expected to be submitted to the WB by July
13t. Firms agreed to extend the proposals to meet the delayed evaluation process, financial analysis
and contract negotiation. Contract signature expected to take place late October 2016;

* ESIA RFP: WB Team committed to provide a feedback by the end of the week of June 27;
* MOW Testing Laboratory: Technical Specifications and a One-pager Rationale to be submitted

to the Bank on the week of June 27;
* NSDI TA Activity: a discussion on interim results from the consultancy was held in light of the

upcoming contract due date. Given the high likelihood of the need to extend the contract for the
third time, the WB Team has requested that proper justification from both GOB and the consultant
is documented. In this context, the TTL highlighted his concerns with the practical results from the
consultancy given the historical difficulties to move the NSDI initiative in the country. Hence, it
was suggested to have a comprehensive discussion among the Project Coordinator, MNRI and the
consultant hired to readjust (if necessary) the development strategy so the GOB can best benefit
from the TA as well as ensure an effective use of resources; and

* Land Use: EOI advertised with due date in July 7th. RFP expected to be sent along with the short
list report.

17. It was informed that the PSC requested from the PMU an Implementation Plan, which will guide
the review of the Procurement Plan. It is expected that both documents will be submitted to the Bank by
late July for appropriate review and clearances.

BMDP Supervision

18. The SIF provided to the Bank an updated table with information on ongoing civil works under Municipal
Development Project (please refer to Annex 8). It was agreed to have an audio early July to firther discuss
the civil works.
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Conclusions

18. The mission expresses its overall satisfaction with the GOB and its staff for participation in the
TAM scoping mission in the week of June 6 as well as in the follow up activities in the week of June 20
according to the agreed Mission Announcement Letters.

19. Taking advantage of meetings at the Belize Social Investment Fund (BSIF), the WB Team has met
with the MDP project coordinator and his team in order to be updated on the current status of the civil
works undergoing (see Annex 8). Initial discussions for the MDP's supervision mission planned for August
8 were also conducted and the teams will be following up on the course of next month to agree on the
agenda.

20. The mission expressed its concern at the less than satisfactory performance of CRIP given the
delays experienced and non-compliance of the agreed Action Pan from February's mission. The TTL
highlighted that an Implementation Status Report due in September 2016 when a thoughtful review of the
project will be, once more, conducted. Therefore, it is paramount for the PMU to ensure a speedy
development of ongoing activities (in particular, the Feasibility Study and ESIA) to put the Project onto a
more sustainable trajectory.

Yvonne Hyde Frederico Ferreira Pedroso
CEO Task Team Leader (CRIP)
Ministry of Economic Development World Bank
and Petroleum

Diana Rubiano Vargas
Task Team Leader (MDP)
World Bank
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Annex 2: TAM Work Plan

To be further elaborated.
18 month program timeline through end of201 7

Actions to be completed-in CY 2016 (partial, initial list
(By end July) ....
Identify and collect key source documents
Develop process map for current arrangements
Make any additional comments and suggestions on current MOW procedures

(By end August)
Complete table with proposed year I activities fully defined
Develop cost estimates and source of funding for all activities
Develop metrics for MOW in the current fiscal year
Prepare process map for revised arrangements

(By end September)
Prepare 2017/2018 budget submission
... discuss with MOF funding envelope and conditions for next FY
... separate identification of maintenance budget needs by zone
Initiate various year one activities by now
Initiate monthly monitoring of achievement of objectives/metrics by now

Actions cgMing over in CY2017
Continue monthly monitoring of achievement of objectives/metrics,

(By end February)
Finalization of 2017/2018 budget
Study of road maintenance financing received and reviewed

(By end April)
Identirication of parameters for TAM system
Define data requirements and key model characteristics
Determine institutional and financing requirements (capital and recurrent) for TAM

(By end June)
Decision on future road management and financing system
Review medium term objectives and timeframe for TAM

(By end September)
Prepare 2018/20 19 budget with full integration of TAM
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Annex 3: Agenda of the MCE closing event

* Mr. Wendel Parham, CRIP Project
Welcome Coordinator, SIF

9:00 - 9:30 Prayer * Ms. Yvonne Hyde, CEO, MED
Opening remarks * Mr. Frederico Pedroso, Task Team

Leader, World Bank (WB)

9:30 -10:30 Presentation: Transport infrastructure prioritization methodology and * Ms. Melanie Kappes, Disaster Risk
application in Belize Assessment Specialist, WB

10:30 -11:001 Coffee Break

11:00 -11:30 Presentation: Results of the prioritization process and use for * Mr. Marion Cayetano, Data Strategy
investment decision-making Specialist, WB

11:30-12:30 Wrk session: Discussion on the methodology & process, * Mr. Marion Cayetano and Ms. Melanie
identification of potential further uses and identification lessons learnt Kappes, WB

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch Beak

*Mr. Jan Meerman, Data Visualization13:30 - 14:00 Presentation: Spatial data collated and created to support the SpM.ial MV
prioritization process Specialist, WB

14:00 - 14:30 Presentation: Geospatial data management for resilient transport * Mr. Bishwa Pandey, Sr. Data
infrastructure Management Specialist, WB

14:30 - 14:45 Coffee Break

14:45 - 15:45 Work session: Geospatial data for informed decision-making - next * Mr. Bishwa Pandey, Sr Data
steps Management Specialist, WB

15:45 -16:00 Closing * Mr. Frederico Pedroso, Task Team
Leader, World Bank, WB
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Annex 4: MCE Final Workshop Attendance List
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Annex 5: MCE Final Workshop Notes

Surnm ary- .. .. ........

Identificd stn--ngths of the process and the methodoiog

" technically sound and allowing to maximize resources
" Relatively diligent and including a monitoring and evaluation component
" Useful, systematic and iterative methodology
" reliable and broad process
" Consultation with stakeholders throughout the process .Technical people and CEOs contributed,

partners were consulted
" Very useful information
" Variables under consideration, e.g. the flood susceptibility

Identified weaknesses of the process and the methodology

" Policy influence in the process which led to a stronger focus on economic benefits while less
social issues/ rural issues were considered.

" Tertiary roads not included in the analysis
" Lirnited baseline data/information available for the process; therefore only flooding and no other

climate-related hazards were considered

" More community involvement through consultation would have been good
" Length of the project from 2013 to 2016

The following questions were raised:
" Was there awareness of existing services and investments? E.g. the 11313 activity on the George

Price Highway or the National Transport Masterplan
" Only the MCE was used - could another model be run and the results be compared?

It was raised that more capacity building would be needed, e.g. to replicate such a process

Lessons leamt:
" Need to have the same representatives throughout the process for continuity was raised
" Importance of frequent updates of data
" Need for more data

The participants saw the methodology as clearly transferable to other processes (especially as it relates to
resource allocation), e.g. for the health and education sectors, disaster preparedness, utility services and
resource allocation for social infrastructure.
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Annex 6: Data User Session Attendance List
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June 23r 2016
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Annex 7: CRIP Action Plan

UPDATE ON CRIP ACTION PLAN FROM FEBRUARY 2016 WB MISSION

(AS AT 23 JUNE 2016)

Action (s) Due date Revised Dates
Complete evaluation (technical and financial) and Was due end of Evaluation of the Technical
prepare recommendation of award for the March for Reports is to be completed
Feasibility Study. Initiate negotiations and draft technical by July 71, sent to the WB
contact. Evaluation by July 13* , responded to by

WB by July 27th ;

Financial Proposals to be
opened by August 1 0 th,

Evaluation Report to be sent
to the WB on August 1 9th
WB to respond by
September 2d;
Negotiations to be
completed by September
16th and report sent to WB,
WB to respond by
September 30th;
Contract to be signed by
October 21 2016.

Complete and issue ESIA RFP, evaluation and Was agreed for The completed RFP for the
recommend contract award March 4, 2016 ESIA was sent to the WB on

June 16th, WB to respond by
week of June 27h, to be
issued by June 29th, and
Proposals to be returned by
July 2 7 h;

Evaluation of Proposal to
start on July 29th and report
is due by September 91 ;

Financial Proposal to be
opened by September 23 ;d
Negotiation to take place
and contract to be signed by
October 141 2016.

Draft equipment specification and TOR for Was due March Equipment specification and
installation and training plan for MOW Testing 11, 2016 TOR for installation and
Laboratory (equipment training plan is due by week

specification) of June 271", 2016.
and March 31
(training)
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Develop proposed support to asset management, Was due end of Being done through the
data collection and analysis March, 2016 Transport Asset

Management (TAM) TA
which was initiated on June
6th

Complete NSDI Interim Report and develop work Was due end of Planned for mid-August 2016
plan for completion of consultancy April 2016
Review the TORs for System Administration and Was due March Was done by the WB and
data administration 2,2016 now with the MNRI to

consider WB comments. To
be revised by M NRI by J une
3 0 h, 2016

Carry out recruitment of 2 specialists based on Was due for end Planned to advertize in July
TORs agreed with the Bank of April, 2016 with expectation to sign

contracts by October, 2016
Initiate procurement of consultancy services for Was due for end The REOI was published in
land Use TA, Issue RFP and short list of June 2016 the week of May 3 0th, 2016

with due date for submission
of July 72; the RFP is to be
published in July;
Proposals to be evaluated in
Sept/Octoberm
Contract signature by

ith December 2016
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Annex 8: MDP Civil Works Update

Municipal Development Project

,As of May 31st 2016
oray t 0Challenges and Solutions during

Contract Progress Construction

Lined Unlined Distance/ Original & Funds
# Nare Sub-project Physical drains drains length (M) Financial Revised disbursed Technical Issues Solutions Safeguards Issues Solutions

(%) Contract
Nae u-pojc () (M) (MI)~) Sum BZD (ZS

Rehabilitation of lst
Street South & 6th
Avenue in Corozal Scope of works completed and Practical

Street Rehabilitation Town and Completion was achieved on March

I Project Rehabilitation of North 100 256 490 95% 639,788.50 607,799.08 30th, 2016. The project is now in No issues No issues No issues
Park & South Park Defects Liability Period and will
Streets and Lovers Lane complete April Ist, 2016.
in Orange Walk Town
(7958 -BZ/20)

San Ignacio - Residents who desire a
Rehabilitation of Cabal 1) BWS water main affected design of 1) Road camber and Environmental - Presently wider vehicular
Pcch.Main Galvez Cahal Pech Street. 2) drain section modified contractor have been crossing are to

2 tree c Carmelita Streets. 75 2193 260 1457 43% 1,660,926.75 720,988.12 noe ra m aeqate on te n n c rw nnig lae h c ePrjet Santa Elena LII-fMri avz t )LndUdantraffic management and irc
Rehabilitation of 3) Location of pedestrian crossings to be constructed to manage public aaen t of contractor to have the
SealtatSoreet.relocated by Town Council flow of storm waters public awareness of theas

Salazar Street project. desired
(7958-BZ/W22)

Environmental - Presently

1) Place braces to contractor have been

support drain wall, working closely with
Benque Vieio - I)Existing drain walls damaged during demolish and replace Town council regarding Areas where existing

Street Rehabhtationof construction of Independence and sections found traffic management and drains arc damaged

3Proect Independence and 90 835 1109 53% 991,695.00 526,042-03 Juanito Gongora Streets 2) Corroded inadequate. public awareness of the and blocked. are
Juanito GonLora Streets existing metal culvert on Juanito 2) Excavate corroded project recommended for



I) Demolish section of
drain which is higher
than the culvert invert to
ensure flow of storm
water from MVB
culvert into the L-IS

Belmopan - 1) Drain invert for Garbutt Creek St at )arbutt Creek Drain turns on Roaring Creek St
Rehabilitation of intersection with Mountain View Blvd. is ) Replace miadequate is a driVing obstacle for 1) Place approved
Roaring Creek, Mussel 200mm higher than culvert invert which some drivers. metal barriers at

Street Rehabilitation Creek, Haulover Creek, cross MVB. prort crossings on 2) Deep drains on curves aflected sections
Project Garbutt Creek and 2) Drains on (Constitution Drive are not beotei Waull and of Garbutt Creek and 2) Place metal grills

Portion ofBarton Creek adequate to receive the volume of storm Barton Creek Streets. Haulover Creek Streets are over drains in affected
Street water to be deposited from Wauhl and Also required is a drivmrobstacles for some setions
(7958-BZ/W24) Barton Creek Streets culvert to cross drivers and may at itmes

conviton crive a affect pedestrians as well
Constitution Drive at
the intersection with
Barton Creek Street to
deposit storm waters
into the West
Constitution Drive drain

Fnvironmental - Presently A temporary access
contractor have been was constructed to
working closely with facilitate proper
Town council regarding movement by
tratfic management and pedestrians and
public awareness of the vehicles in the vicinity
project. Social - The of the High School in

Rehabiltation of construction of a bypass to this location.
Gadsby Ramos Street facilitate accessibility of

5 Street Rehabilitation and a section of 65 2280 1165 43% 754,516 19 No issues experienced so far, Contractor N/A high school students
Project Trucking Boulevard in 1,754,139.50 adhering to contractual design. to and from their school.

Dangriga Town (7958-
B/W25)

Rnvironmental - Presently
Rehabilitation of Robert contractor have been
K. Pennell & Lucille working closely with

6 Street Rehabilitation Melendrez Streets and 75 1044 1100 1197 44% 1,702,21433 74,353.33 Works proceeding according to approved No issues Town council regarding No issues
Project Hopeville Loop in Punta work progamme traflic management and

Gorda Town (7958- public awareness of the
BZ/W26) prqiet.



Construction of
sidewalks in downtown
area to Churchill Street
and Rehabilitation of

8 Construction of Sidewalks around 100 950.81 100% 432,853.50 432,853.50Sidewalks Centennial Park (7958-
BZ!W 17)

Rehabilitation of the

9 Ehitin s Srin Comret n 100 1516.25' 95% 701,421.64 666,350.55
Corozal Town (7958-

7A1W 15)


